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Abstract

This article proposes both centralized and decentralized design schemes for an analog network coding multiple-
input multiple-output system with a relay node between two end nodes. The proposed centralized scheme is
called the generalized iterative approach (GIA). It jointly designs the precoders and decoders at the two end nodes,
and the processor at the relay to maximize the sum mutual information. Numerical results for the per-node power
constraint show the convergence behavior of the GIA and give a performance benchmark for the analog network
coding scheme. The proposed decentralized scheme is a practical joint transceiver and signaling design scheme.
The keys to its low signaling load are time-division duplex and a symmetric relay processing matrix. The proposed
signaling protocol enables the needed information, including channel state information (CSI), to be available at
each node. With the needed CSI, a novel symmetric processor design at the relay is developed to maximize an
approximate sum mutual information formula (to reduce the signaling loading, the precoders at both end nodes
and the noise propagated from the relay are not considered). Employing singular value decomposition transceivers
at the two end nodes, it is remarkable that the proposed decentralized approach performs almost as well as the
centralized GIA design. It is concluded that the proposed decentralized scheme is a feasible way to implement
analog network coding systems.

Keywords: Amplify-and-forward, Analog network coding, Mutual information, MIMO, Precoder, Signaling, TDD,
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1. Introduction
Analog network coding (e.g., [1-16]), also known as two-
way amplify-and-forward relaying, is a bi-directional re-
laying technique. Its data transmission takes half the
time of conventional bi-directional relaying. Moreover, it
accomplishes this feat with simpler relay processing than
another network coding technique, decode-and-forward
network coding [1]. In analog network coding, both end
nodes transmit simultaneously to the relay. The relay
then processes its received signal and transmits it back
to the end nodes. Finally, the end nodes then subtract
their self-interference and decode their desired data.
There is no restriction on how many antennas each

node needs to have in order for the system to do analog
network coding. There are works on all single-antenna
nodes (e.g., [2-4]). There are also works where the nodes
can have multiple antennas (e.g., [5-16]). The multiple
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antennas can aid in multiplexing and/or diversity. Con-
sequently, the rest of this article is about the case when
each node has multiple antennas.
When each node has multiple antennas, one obvious

and flexible approach is to use multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) linear processing: a precoding and decod-
ing matrix at each end node and a processing matrix at the
relay. However, the design of these five matrices is not triv-
ial. Some papers try to optimize according to some criteria
(e.g., [8-11]) while others seek to propose low-complexity
heuristics (e.g., [12,13]). Since the optimization problems
are highly nonlinear, the solutions have only been derived
numerically (or approximately) and are innately sub-
optimum. Moreover, they are not implementable unless
they are supportable by practical signaling.
Some have realized this need to consider signaling. For

example, Panah and Heath Jr [14] and Roemer and
Haardt [15] have proposed channel estimation tech-
niques to supplement their designs. However, both
works assume that no channel state information (CSI) is
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available at the relay. In [14], the relay basically just scales
and forwards its received signal. In [15], the relay process-
ing does not have to be just a scaling. But, it is independ-
ent of the current CSI. There may be some improvement
if CSI-dependent relay processing can be enabled.
Therefore, this article proposes a joint, but decentralized,

transceiver and signaling designa with the following goal:
to have high-performing MIMO linear processing, not just
scaling, at each node using only a small amount of signal-
ing. The practical signaling protocol proposed uses time-
division duplex (TDD) and enables the relay to estimate its
two outgoing channels (i.e., the channels from the relay to
the two end nodes). It also enables the two end nodes to
estimate the two effective channels between themselves
(i.e., the link from one end node through the relay to the
other end node and the same link but in the opposite dir-
ection). Most importantly, it enables the two end nodes to
cancel their self-interference.
To help keep the amount of signaling low, the proposal

has the relay design its own symmetric relay processing
matrix. The symmetry and the use of TDD together cause
the end-to-end channel in one direction to be the trans-
pose of the other direction’s, i.e., reciprocity holds for the
two effective channels between the two end nodes. (The
conjugate-transpose instead of the transpose is used in a
lot of literature for representing the channel reciprocity.
However, the conjugate-transpose should be used only for
time reversal transmissions. Discussions on reciprocity can
be found in most electromagnetic textbooks (e.g., see
[17,18])). An end node needs to know the effective channel
in each direction in order to choose a channel-dependent
precoder and decoder. In general, knowing one effective
channel does not imply knowing the other thus necessitat-
ing signaling both of them. Due to the symmetry and
TDD, only one effective channel needs to be signaled here.
Another design decision is to sequentially design the relay

processor and the end node processors; the relay designs its
processor and then the end nodes design their own. There
are no iterations between the processors. The major benefit
of this choice is avoiding signaling repeatedly between the
nodes. The chosen way to enable this sequential design is
to have the relay design its processor ignoring the
precoders, decoders, and the noise propagated from the
relay. Though there may be some degradation in the sum
mutual information, this decoupling substantially reduces
the complexity of the relay. In turn, the lower complexity
admits a shorter hardware timeline, etc.—reducing the dur-
ation of an analog network coding transmission. Two relay
designs which comply with the above design choices are a
heuristic approach RRANOMAX in [12] and a novel itera-
tive scheme herein developed which seeks to maximize an
approximation to the sum mutual information.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed decentralized

scheme, a generalized iterative approach (GIA) is developed
for jointly designing the precoders, decoders, and relay
processor to maximize the true sum mutual information.
The GIA is a centralized scheme where all CSI, noise, and
source statistics have to be known at a central processing
unit and, in addition, the processed results have to be
available at the end and relay nodes. Because of the large
amount of signaling load, the GIA is not very practical but
can be employed for generating a performance bench-
mark. Although mutual information maximization for
MIMO relay systems has been studied extensively, those
for analog network coding systems have only been re-
cently introduced in [6,7]. Both [6,7] are different from the
GIA in that they are both based on the assumption that
source precoders are given beforehand. Like the GIA, the
studies [9,10] are also for the design of the precoders, de-
coders, and relay processor. However, its criterion is mini-
mum mean squared error (MMSE). To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, our GIA is the first work on joint
precoders, decoders, and relay processors design to
maximize the sum mutual information of MIMO analog
network coding systems. It is known that the MMSE and
mutual information are related for a MIMO channel with
Gaussian noise (Equation 22 in [19]). However, that rela-
tion is not satisfied for analog network coding systems be-
cause of the following two reasons. First, the relay and
precoders chosen for the maximum sum mutual informa-
tion case are different from those for the MMSE case. Sec-
ond, the noises at the two end nodes (which include the
propagation of the noise received at the relay) for the
maximum sum mutual information case are also not the
same as those for the MMSE case.
The convergence behaviors of the proposed symmetric

relay design and the proposed GIA are studied. Their
sum mutual information performances are also studied.
It is shown numerically that the decentralized approach
performs almost as well as the centralized benchmark,
the GIA. It is thus concluded that the proposed
decentralized approach is a feasible way to implement
analog network coding.
The outline of this article is given as follows. Section 2

lays the formulation foundation. Section 3 presents the
GIA, a novel centralized scheme for jointly design the
precoders, decoders, and relay processor. Section 4 ex-
plains the proposed signaling protocol for decentralized
designs and gives a joint precoder–decoder design where
no additional signaling is required. Following the decen-
tralized signaling protocol, Section 5 proposes a novel de-
sign for a symmetric relay processing matrix according to
the approximate sum mutual information metric. The
RRANOMAX design [12] is also summarized in Section 5.
Numerical results are shown in Section 6. Conclusion is
made in Section 7.
The notation of this article is as follows: all boldface

letters indicate vectors (lower case) or matrices (upper
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case). A’, A, A*, A–1, tr(A), |A|, ||A||F, and <A > stand for
the transpose, conjugate, conjugate transpose, inverse,
trace, determinant, Frobenius norm, and expectation of
A, respectively. Ir denotes the r × r identity matrix. 0 de-
notes the zero matrix with proper dimension. A > 0 de-
notes that A is a positive definite matrix. A⊗ B denotes
the Kronecker product of A and B. vec( ) and unvec( )
are the matrix vectorization operator and the inverse
matrix vectorization operator, respectively. DIAG (σ1, σ2,
. . ., σr) is a diagonal matrix where the elements {σ1, σ2, . . .,
σr} are put on the main diagonal. {Ak} denotes the set of
matrices, A1, A2, etc. max(a,b) denotes the maximum of
real numbers a and b. On the other hand, min (a,b) de-
notes the minimum of real numbers a and b. (χ)+ =
max(χ, 0).
2. Analog network coding formulation
This article considers a TDD system with relay node R,
equipped with MR antennas, between two end nodes E1
and E2, equipped with M1 and M2 antennas, respectively.
Each node works in half-duplex mode, receiving
and transmitting data in different time slots. These
nodes perform analog network coding, completing a bi-
directional communication between the two end nodes
in just two time slots (see Figure 1)—note that this does
not include the time slots for signaling. The problem will
be formulated in the frequency domain. It is assumed
that the guard time is larger than the delay spread so
that there is no inter-symbol interference. It is also as-
sumed that the duration for the system to complete a bi-
directionary communication is much smaller than the
coherence time so that the channels are considered sta-
tionary within that duration.
Two time slots for data (not signaling) transmission are

used in analog network coding. The end nodes E1 and E2
Figure 1 Analog network coding schematic. For a TDD system,
the reciprocity theorem holds. That is, if the forward channel matrix
is Hj, the reverse channel matrix is Hj

0 where j = 1,2.
broadcast signals x1 = F1s1 and x2 = F2s2, respectively, to
the relay in the first time slot. The relay thus receives

y ¼ H1x1 þH2x2 þ w: ð1Þ

The data vector si is a di × 1 vector and is precoded by
the Mi × di precoder Fi; the scalar di is the number of data
streams from Ei. Each element of si is assumed to be zero-
mean and the entire vector si satisfies< sisi� >¼ σ2si I > 0
. The MR ×Mi matrix Hi (i = 1,2) is the Rayleigh fading
channel from Ei to the relay, y is the MR × 1 relay received
vector, and w is the MR × 1 Gaussian noise vector at the
relay. The elements of w are zero mean and satisfy <ww*
> =Φw > 0. In this article, the transmit power of Ei is
constrained by requiring

σ2si tr FiFi
�f g ¼ pi: ð2Þ

In the second time slot, the relay transmits γTy back
to each end node. Here, T is its MR ×MR processing
matrix. The scalar γ is chosen to ensure the relay power
constraint

< γTyð Þ�γTy >¼ γ2tr Qð Þ ¼ q;

with Q≡T Φw þ
X2
j¼1

σ2sjHjFjF�j H
�
j

 !
T�: ð3Þ

From (3), we observe that the power constraint on the
relay processor depends on the precoders {Fi}. Due to
the channel reciprocity, Ei’s (i = 1,2) received signal vec-
tor (of dimension Mi × 1) is

zi ¼ H
0
iγTHixi þH

0
iγTHjxj þH

0
iγTw þ ai ð4Þ

(j = 1 if i = 2 and j = 2 if i = 1). In the above, ai is the
Mi × 1 Gaussian noise vector at Ei. It has elements with
zero mean and satisfies < aia�i >¼ Φai > 0. The vectors,
s1, s2, w, a1, and a2, are all independent of each other.
Also, the channel matrix from the relay to Ei is Hi

' . For
convenience, let Cij ¼ H

0
iγTHj denote the effective chan-

nel from the end node Ej, through the relay, to the end
node Ei, and let ni ¼ H

0
iγTw þ ai represent the effective

noise at the end node Ei, where i,j = 1,2. Equation (4)
can thus be rewritten as

zi ¼ Ciixi þ Cijxj þ ni; i≠j; i; j ¼ 1; 2; ð5Þ
where the effective noise covariance matrix is

Φni ¼< nin
�
i >¼ γ2H

0
iTΦwT

∗ �Hi þΦai: ð6Þ
Look at Ei’s (i = 1,2) received signal vector. It is clear

that using only two time slots has caused xi and xj to be
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mixed together in zi. That is, Ei interferes with itself. Some-
how though, Ei knows Cii, the effective channel from itself,
through the relay and back to itself. Since Ei transmitted xi,
Ei knows xi as well and thus can subtract its self-
interference completely from zi. Consequently, it obtains

ẑi ¼ zi � Ciixi ¼ Cijxj þ ni; i≠j; i; j ¼ 1; 2: ð7Þ

To decode sj, Ei now has the options of regular point to
point transmissions (e.g., applying a dj ×Mi decoder Gi).

3. Centralized design
Let Gi denote the decoder at Ei. Then, from [20], the
mutual information pertaining to the transmission of sj
from Ej to Ei is

IEi ¼ log2
Gi σ2sjCijFjF�j C

�
ij þΦni

� �
G�

i

��� ���
GiΦniG�

i

�� �� ;

i; j ¼ 1; 2 and i≠j: ð8Þ

Assuming all CSI, source and noise statistics are
known at a centralized processing unit, we are to
maximize IE1 + IE2 by jointly designing the decoders {G1,
G2}, precoders {F1, F2} and relay processor T subject to
the per-node power constraints at the precoders (see
(2)) and at the relay (see (3)).

Let {F1, F2,T} be known. Also let Gi;OPTΦniG�
i;OPT

��� ���≠0
where

Gi;OPT ¼ ΠF�j C
�
ijΦ

�1
ni ð9Þ

and where Π is any invertible square matrix. Note that
the commonly used MMSE decoder and singular value
decomposition (SVD) decoder (if F�

j C
�
ij is invertible) can

also be expressed using (9). In this case, Corollary 1 of
[20] shows that Gi,OPT is the optimum decoder and the
mutual information IEi in (8) becomes

IEi ¼ log2
σ2sjCijFjF�j C

�
ij þΦni

��� ���
Φnij j ;

i; j ¼ 1; 2 and i≠j: ð10Þ

Note that Gi;OPTΦniG�
i;OPT

��� ���≠0 necessitates that Fj has

full column rank. Due to the way T is made in this de-
sign, γ is not used. The scalar γ is thus equal to 1.
The remaining task now is to choose the precoders {F1,

F2} and relay processor T to maximize the sum mutual
information, IE1 + IE2, subject to the constraints (2–3).
That is,
F1;OPT; F2;OPT;TOPT ¼ argmax
F1;F2;Tf g IE1 þ IE2f g

subject to 2� 3ð Þ:
ð11Þ

Obtaining an optimum solution to (11) is very difficult
due to the intercoupling of the design variables, etc.
Consequently, the GIA seeks to find a solution by de-
coupling the choices for the precoders and relay proces-
sor. It does this by iteratively designing them. Before
looking at the GIA’s actual iterative procedure in
Section 3.3, first look at Section 3.1 which gives a way to
choose the precoders given the relay processor T. Then,
look at Section 3.2 which gives a way to choose T given
the precoders. The reason is that the findings in
Sections 3.1-3.2 are used in Section 3.3.

3.1. Fix relay processor and get precoders
Given a relay processor T, the cost function in (11), and
the constraint (2), this section details one way to choose
precoders {F1, F2}. As shown in (7), the two-way trans-
mission can be considered as two independent single-
user MIMO systems when T is known. As there exists a
closed-form solution for maximizing the mutual infor-
mation of a single-user MIMO system subject to the
per-node power constraint [20], the proposed way is to
just apply that closed-form solution here: First, perform
the eigenvalue decomposition.

C�
ijΦ

�1
ni Cij ¼ Vj Uj

� � Ξj

Γj

	 

Vj Uj
� ��

;

i; j ¼ 1; 2; i≠j: ð12Þ

As is standard, the block matrix [Vj Uj] is unitary
while Ξj and Γj are diagonal matrices with the eigen-
values. As the eigenvalues are arranged in descending
order,

Ξj ¼ DIAG ξ j;1; ξ j;2; . . . ; ξ j;rj
� � ð13Þ

has the rj largest eigenvalues and Γj has the remaining
(Mj – rj) eigenvalues; rj =min(dj, rank(Cij)). Note that Vj

is Mj × rj and Uj is Mj × (Mj – rj). Then, set

Fj ¼ VjΦj 0Mj� dj�rjð Þ
h i

; ð14Þ

where Φj is a diagonal matrix with the lth diagonal entry

φj;ll ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pj þ

Xτ
k¼1

ξ�1
j;k

τσ2sj
� 1
ξ j;lσ

2
sj

0BBB@
1CCCA

þvuuuuuut ð15Þ
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In (15), τ is the number of positive φj,ll (see Lemma 2
in [20]) and, σ2sj and pj are defined in (2).

3.2. Fix precoders and get relay processor
Given precoders {F1, F2}, the cost function in (11), and the
constraint in (3), this section details one way to choose
relay processor T. The method of Lagrange multipliers
can be used to set up the augmented cost function

ξ Tð Þ ¼ IE1 þ IE2 þ λT tr Qð Þ � qð Þ ð16Þ

where λT is an unknown Lagrange multiplier. In (16),
matrix T is what we are looking for in design while λT is
solved for so that T can satisfy its corresponding power
constraint. Setting the gradient of the augmented cost
function in (16) with respect to T equal to zero, we obtain
(see Appendix 1)

X1T�Y1 þ X2T�Y2 ¼ Z; ð17Þ
where

X1 ¼
X2
k¼1

σ2
skHkFkF�kH

�
kþΦw; Y1 ¼ λTI; ð17aÞ

X2 ¼ 1
ln2

Φw;

Y2 ¼
X2
i¼1

�Hi σ2
sjCijFjF

�
j C

�
ij þΦni

� ��1
�Φ�1

ni

� �
H

0
i;

ð17bÞ

Z ¼ � 1
ln2

X2
i¼1

σ2
sjHjFjF�

j C
�
ij σ2

sjCijFjF�
j C

�
ij þΦni

� ��1
H

0
i:

ð17cÞ
By using Kronecker products we obtain the relay pro-

cessor from (17) for a given λT:

T ¼ unvec
X2
i¼1

YT
i ⊗Xi

 !�1

vec Zð Þ
 ! !�

: ð18Þ

Note that TX1T
* =Q in (3) and Y1 is the scalar λT

timing an identity matrix. Thus, left multiplying (17) by
T, taking the trace, and applying the power constraint in
(3), we have

λT ¼ tr TZ� TX2T
�Y2ð Þ=q: ð19Þ

Note that (18) gives T as a function of T and λT. More-
over, (19) gives λT as a function of T. Thus, one way to get
aT is to iterate between (18) and (19) until convergence.

3.3. The iterative procedure
The GIA is as follows:
Step a. Set k = 0 and set the stopping threshold δ > 0
and the maximum number of iterations kmax.
Randomly initialize the precoders and relay processor
for the 0th iteration: F1,0, F2,0, and T0. Make sure they
satisfy (2–3).
Step b. Calculate Cij;k ¼ H

0
iγTkHj ¼ H

0
iTkHj (since γ= 1).

Also, use (6) to find Φni,k (replacing Φni and T by Φni,k

and Tk, respectively).
Step c. Use (13–15) to find Fj,k, j = 1,2, (replacing Fj, Cij

and Φni by Fj,k, Cij,k and Φni,k, respectively).
Step d. Use (17a–c) to find Zk, X1,k, and Y2,k (replacing
Z, X1, Y2, Fj, Cij, and Φni by Zk, X1,k, Y2,k, Fj,k, Cij,k and
Φni,k, respectively).
Step e. Use (19) to calculate λT,k (replacing λT, T, Z, and
Y2 by λT,k, Tk, Zk, and Y2,k, respectively).
Step f. Use (17a) to calculate Y1,k (replacing λT by
λT,k).
Step g. Use (18) to calculate Tk+1 (replacing T, Z, X1, Y1

and Y2 by Tk+1, Zk, X1,k, Y1,k and Y2,k, respectively).
Step h. If the precoder matrices converge (dFj,k = ||Fj,k –
Fj,k-1||F < δ, for j = 1,2), the relay processor converges
(dTk = ||Tk+1 –Tk||F < δ), and the power constraint at the
relay processor converges (dqk = |tr(Qk) − q| < δ), then set
Fj = Fj,k and T =Tk and stop. Here, we do not have to
check the power constraints at the end nodes since the
closed form solution (14) always guarantees that they are
satisfied.

Else if k = kmax, set Fj = Fj,k and T =Tk+1 and stop.
Otherwise, set k = k + 1 and return to step b.
After the above iteration is finished, remove any all

zero columns from F1 and F2. This does not change IE1
and IE2 in (10). However, it’s needed so that (8) can be
simplified to (10). Also, scale T to satisfy the relay power
constraint if the iteration terminated before conver-
gence. Let dpi;k ¼ σ2sitr Fi;kFi;k

�� �� pi
�� �� . Observe that

there is no need to check dp1,k and dp2,k in step h due to
the use of the closed-form solutions for the precoders.
Below is the summary of the GIA approach. First, we

transform the optimization problem in (11) into a root
searching problem which attempts to solve for the relay
processor T using the system of nonlinear equations de-
fined in (18). Note that, in (18) and the supplementary
equations (17, 17a, 17b, 17c), the precoders F1 and F2
are no longer considered unknowns because they can be
expressed in terms of T using (14). Second, we solve
(18) iteratively using step g. Thus, the convergence of
GIA depends on the convergence of solving (18) using
step g. As shown in [21], as long as the spectral radius
(the largest magnitude of the eigenvalues) of the Jacobian
matrix corresponding to (18) is less than 1 at the initial
guess of the solution, an appropriate iterative approach
will converge to one of the solutions. Thus, a proper selec-
tion of initial estimates will guarantee the convergence of
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the proposed GIA. Extensive numerical studies have been
performed and the convergent properties of the GIA are
shown in Section 6.1. When the GIA converges, it will con-
verge to a local extremum. It is difficult to prove whether
the numerically derived solution is global optimum or not
because the problem is highly nonlinear.
4. Decentralized design: protocol
As shown in (7), Ei (i = 1,2) needs to know Cii to remove
the self interference. Actually, each of the nodes needs
certain information such as Cij, i ≠ j, in order to design
its processing matrix, decoder, etc. So, this section pro-
poses a four-step protocol for the nodes to follow. To
help explain why the protocol is constructed the way it
is, perfect estimation for each channel sounding is as-
sumed in this explanation.
The first step is for E1 and E2 to perform channel

soundings so that the relay can estimate H1 and H2. In
the second step, the relay chooses a symmetric T—two
possible ways are given in Section 5. Next, the relay
picks γ so that (3) is satisfied. It can do this since it
knows what precoders the end nodes will use (see step
4). In the third step, the relay performs two equivalent
channel soundings, one precoded with γTH1 and the
other precoded with γTH2. From these two soundings,
Ei (i = 1,2) estimates the effective channel matrices Cii

and Cij (j ≠ i, j = 1,2). The first term is what Ei needs to
subtract its self-interference; Cii is exactly what is left
multiplying xi in (5). The second term is the effective
channel from Ej, through the relay, to itself. What is
more, the transpose of the second term is the effective
channel from itself to Ej —this is why the relay made T
symmetric.
In the fourth step, Ei (i = 1,2) designs its precoder Fi

and decoder Gi without any signaling with the other end
node. How can they do this and still have F1 match G2

and F2 match G1? Simple: E1 uses a reproducible algo-
rithm based on its estimate of C21 to design its precoder
F1. E2 follows the same algorithm with its estimate of
C21 so that it can know E1’s precoder F1. E2 can thus de-
sign its decoder G2 to match E1’s precoder F1. E2 and E1
proceed in an analogous fashion so that E2’s precoder F2
and E1’s decoder G1 match as well. Recall that the relay
already picked γ in the second step since it knew what
precoders the end nodes would choose. Thus, one add-
itional requirement for this reproducible algorithm is
that it must be unaffected by a positive scaling of C21.
That is, the end node will result in the same precoder
and decoder whether it is given C21 or ρC21 where ρ is
any positive scalar. Though this last requirement may
seem like a stringent restriction, the following example
implementation of step 4 shows this is not necessarily
the case. Moreover, the ability of the relay to calculate γ
before the end nodes design their precoders is very im-
portant as explained in Appendix 2.
To illustrate step 4, here is an example for F1 and G2.

The effective channel C21 is fixed since the relay has
already picked T and γ. As in Section 3.1, let r1 = min(d1,
rank(C21)) be the number of data streams E1 will trans-
mit. At E1, it first takes an SVD of C21

C21 ¼ UΣV�; ð20aÞ
where the singular values σ1, σ2, etc., are in descending
order, U ¼ u1 . . . uMz½ � and v ¼ v . . . vM1 . Then, E1 sets

F1 ¼ α v1ejθ1 . . . vr1e
jθr1

� �
; ð20bÞ

where the phase θl (l = 1,. . .,r1) is chosen such that the first
non-zero element of vlejθl is positive. And, α > 0 is chosen
to satisfy the power constraint. E2 also takes the same
steps. E2 takes a SVD of C21

C21 ¼ eUΣeV�
; ð21aÞ

where eU ¼ eu1 . . . euM2½ � and eV ¼ ev1 . . . evM1½ �. For
each l = 1,. . .,r1, it chooses ϕl such that the first non-zero
element of evlejϕl is positive. Then, it chooses the scalar to
satisfy the power constraint.

vlejθl ¼ evlejϕl ; ∀l: ð21bÞ
Thus, E2 also gets F1. Equation (21b) depends on

σ1,. . ., σr1 being distinct, something that can be assumed
for physical systems. Now, E2 proceeds to set

G2 ¼
eu�
1e

�jϕ1

⋮eu�
r1e

�jϕr1

24 35: ð22Þ

The end-to-end channel is thus

G2C21F1 ¼
σ1

⋱
σr1

24 35 ð23Þ

without any signaling between the two end nodes. More-
over, E1 and E2 would have gotten the same precoder
and decoder, respectively, if they had been using ρC21.

5. Decentralized design: relay processors
The decentralized protocol presented in Section 4 is very
general and can support many possible relay processor
designs as long as their T’s are symmetric. Two possible
designs are presented here as examples.

5.1. Iterative symmetric design (ISA)
The sum mutual information, (10), depends on both the
relay processor and the precoders. For this proposed
decentralized design, the dependence on the precoders
in (10) is removed to reduce the signaling loading as
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discussed in Section 1. Furthermore, the noise propa-
gated from the relay to the end nodes is ignored for con-
venience. That is, this design considers a simplified
version of mutual information:

cj Tð Þ ¼ Iþ ρ2CijC�
ij

��� ���; i; j ¼ 1; 2; i≠j: ð24Þ

Here, ρ2 = pi/tr(Φai) signifies the transmit SNR (the ra-
tio between the total transmit signal power and the total
receive thermal noise power) and cj is related to the mu-
tual information of the effective channel Cij. The prob-
lem is

TOPTf g ¼ argmax
T¼T0;tr TT�ð Þ¼1

c1 Tð Þ þ c2 Tð Þð Þ
¼ argmax

T¼T0;tr TT�ð Þ¼1
c1 Tð Þ: ð25Þ

The second “=” in (25) is due to

c1 Tð Þ ¼ c2 Tð Þ: ð26Þ

Equation (26) itself follows from Cij ¼ C
0
ji which, in

turn, is a result of T =T'. The trace constraint is needed
to keep the elements of T from exploding to infinity. To
search for such a T, the augmented cost function

ς Tð Þ ¼ c1 Tð Þ þ λtr TT�ð Þ ð27Þ
is introduced with the real Lagrange multiplier λ. Using
the technique of variation, we obtain (see Appendix 3)

tr H2ΓaH
0
2TM1 þ λT

� �
S

� �
¼ 0 ð28Þ

for every MR × MR symmetric matrix S. In (28),

M1≜ρ2H1H
�
1≥0; ð28aÞ

Γa≜ Γj jΓ�1 and Γ≜IþH
0
2TM1T

�H2 > 0: ð28bÞ

By Appendix 4, this in turn means that H2ΓaH
0
2TM1 þ

λT is skew-symmetric. That is,

�2λT ¼ H2ΓaH
0
2TM1 þ H2ΓaH

0
2TM1

� �0

: ð29Þ

Noting that T� ¼ T, right multiply (29) by T and apply

the trace constraint in (25) to get λ. Since tr NT
� � ¼

tr NT
� �0n o

¼ tr TN
0� � ¼ tr N

0
T

� �
with N≜T2ΓaH

0
2TM1 ,

we have

λ ¼ �tr H2ΓaH
0
2TM1T

� �
: ð30Þ
Finally, plugging (30) into (29), we have

T ¼ H2ΓaH
0
2TM1 þ H2ΓaH

0
2TM1

� �0
2:tr H2ΓaH

0
2TM1T

� � : ð31Þ

Clearly, a T satisfying (31) is a feasible solution to (25)
as it is symmetric and satisfies the trace constraint of
(25). As (31) gives an implicit expression of T as a func-
tion of T itself, this naturally leads to the following itera-
tive procedure to get T. Since (31) is a highly nonlinear
equation of T, averaging (step c) is used.

Step a Randomly initialize T0 as an MR ×MR symmetric
matrix satisfying the trace constraint of (25). Set k = 0.
Also, set the stopping threshold δ and the maximum
number of iterations kmax.
Step b Use (28b) to calculate Γa,k (replacing Γa by Γa,k
and T by Tk.)
Step c Set Tkþ1 ¼ βTk þ 1� βð Þ^Tkþ1 where 0 ≤ β < 1

and
^
Tkþ1 ¼ H2Γa;kH

0
2TkM1þ H2Γa;kH

0
2TkM1ð Þ0

2:tr H2Γa;kH
0
2TM1Tkð Þ . Note the similarity

between
^
Tkþ1 and (31).

Also, set dηkþ1 ¼ tr Tkþ1T�
kþ1

� �� 1
�� ��.

Step d. If c1 Tkþ1ð Þ�c1 Tkð Þj j
c1 Tkð Þ < δ and dηk + 1 < δ, set T =Tk+1

and stop.
Else if k = kmax, set T =Tk+1 and stop. Otherwise, set
k = k + 1 and go to step b.
As in the GIA approach, we transform the
optimization problem in (24) in the ISA approach into
a root searching problem which attempts to solve for
the relay processor T for the system of nonlinear
equations defined in (31). Thus, the convergence of
ISA depends on the convergence of solving (31)
iteratively using step c. As shown in [21], a proper
selection of initial estimates will guarantee the
convergence of the proposed ISA scheme. Extensive
numerical studies have been performed and the
convergent properties of the ISA are shown in
Section 6.1. When the ISA converges, it will converge
to a local extremum. Recall that (24) is an approximate
mutual information formula to enable our
decentralization. So, no optimality claim is made with
regards to the actual sum mutual information.
5.2. RRANOMAX design
The second design is the relay processor design used in
the RRANOMAX approach in [12]. It can be used when
the relay noise covariance matrix is a scalar times an
identity matrix, i.e., Φw = σ2 I > 0.. For completeness, we
restate it below. Perform the SVD on K = 0.5[H2⊗H1,
H1⊗H2]:
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K ¼ UKΣKVK : ð32Þ

Define uK,1 as the first column of Uk. Then, the initial
design of the relay processor is

Ω ¼ unvec uK ;1
� �

: ð33Þ
The MR × MR symmetric matrix Ω could be used as T

but it is not. The reason is due to the nature/distribution
of its singular values. So, instead, perform the SVD on Ω:

Ω ¼ UΩΣΩV�
Ω;with ΣΩ

¼ DIAG σΩ1 ; . . . ; σΩMR

� �
: ð34Þ

The singular values in (34) are arranged in descending
order. The T will be obtained from Ω by replacing
σΩ1 ; . . . ; σΩMR

by σ̂T1 ; . . . ; σ̂TMR
. That is,

T ¼ UT Σ̂TV
�
T with Σ̂T

¼ DIAG σ̂T1 ; σ̂T2 ; . . . ; σ̂TMR

� �
: ð35Þ

These new singular values are defined by

σ̂Tk ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ� σ2

λk

� �þ
s

; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; L

0 ; otherwise:

8><>: ð35aÞ

Here, L =min{MR, min{M1,M2} + 1} and μ is chosen so
that σ̂T1

2 þ σ̂T2

2 þ⋯þ σ̂TMR

2 ¼ 1. In (35a),

λk ¼ σ1;k þ 1
� �

σ2;k þ 1
� �

; ð36Þ
where σi,k is the kth singular value of Hi (arranged in de-
scending order).

6. Numerical results
Without loss of generality, assume that the noise covari-
ance matrices Φai and Φw are identity matrices. Also as-
sume that the source covariance matrices are also
identity matrices (i.e., σ2s1 ¼ σ2s2 ¼ 1 ). The numbers of
antennas at the two end nodes are the same (i.e., M1 =
M2) and are equal to 4. The number of antennas at the
relay node MR is either equal to M1 or 2M1. Consider
uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels where all channel
matrices are normalized such that the Frobenius norm
of Hj, j = 1,2, is one. With the per-node power at each
end node as p1 = p2 = P and the relay power as q = 2P, we
define “SNR” as 10 log10(P/M1). The reason is that it is
the dB value of the ratio between the total transmit power
(tr(FiFi

*)) and the total thermal noise power (tr(Φai)) at an
end node. Here, the channels and the noise propagated
from the relay are not included in the “SNR” definition.
The stop parameters for the ISA, δ, and kmax are chosen
to be 0.001 and 50, respectively. The stop parameters for
the GIA, δ, and kmax are chosen to be 0.001 and 2000,
respectively.

6.1. Convergence property of the GIA and ISA
Figure 2 shows the average number of iterations the
GIA needed per “SNR” for 100 channel realizations. One
set of points is for the M1 =M2 =MR = 4 configuration
while the other is for the M1 =M2 = 4 and MR = 8 one.
There have been other iterative transceiver designs very
similar to the GIA (e.g., [22]). For those designs, it was
common to see the number of iterations increasing with
the SNR. It is interesting that the phenomenon is not seen
here for both antenna configurations. Figure 3 shows an
example convergence plot for the GIA for the M1 =M2 =
MR = 4 configuration and “SNR” = 0 dB. Observe that dp1,
k and dp2,k are very small as expected due to the use of the
closed-form solutions for the precoders.
Figure 4 shows the average number of iterations the

ISA needed per “SNR” for 100 channel realizations.
Again, the M1 =M2 =MR = 4 and, M1 =M2 = 4 and MR

= 8 configurations are studied. It is very interesting that
the trends for the two configurations are completely dif-
ferent. The M1 =M2 = 4 and MR = 8 configuration sees a
pretty constant average number of iterations needed
over the different “SNR” values. On the other hand, the
average number of iterations needed in the M1 =M2 =
MR = 4 configuration decreases as the “SNR” increases.
Consequently, in the M1 =M2 =MR = 4 configuration,
there are many channel realizations for which the ISA
converges almost right away. Figures 5 and 6 show ex-
ample convergence plots for the ISA in both antenna
configurations. For Figure 5 (the M1 =M2 =MR = 4 con-
figuration), note that the number of iterations for “SNR”
= 0 dB is very large compared to that for “SNR” = 20 dB.
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For Figure 6 (the M1 =M2 = 4 and MR = 8 configuration),
note that the number of iterations for “SNR” = 0 and
20 dB are basically the same. Both of these observations
are consistent with our expectations after seeing Figure 4.

6.2. Sum mutual information performances
Recall that the decentralized signaling protocol proposed
in Section 4 was flexible in terms of what relay processor
T the relay used. So here, we demonstrate the sum mu-
tual information performance of the proposed protocol
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Figure 4 Average number of iterations the ISA needed per
“SNR”. In the legends, 4-4-4 denotes M1 =M2 =MR = 4. Likewise,
4-8-4 denotes M1 =M2 = 4 and MR = 8.
with three relay designs. The first one is to choose T = I
and is denoted as “Identity”. This is the simplest design.
The second one is RRANOMAX where T is given in
(36). The third one is using the ISA (see Section 5.1).
The protocol also allows for flexibility in the precoder
and decoder design. For all three implementations of the
protocol (one for each of the three relay processor de-
signs), the SVD methodology described in (20a) to (22) is
used for the precoder and decoder design. For reference,
we also use (10) to evaluate the mutual information
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and MR = 8. To plot the curves for both “SNR” values in the same
plot, c1(T) is normalized for each “SNR” so that its value at the last
iteration is unity.
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obtained using the proposed centralized GIA design. The
GIA is described in Section 3.3.
Figures 7 and 8 show the sum mutual information, IE1

+ IE2, for the three practical (decentralized) designs and
the centralized GIA design. The antennas numbers de-
pend on the figure. M1 =M2 = 4 for both figures. MR = 4
in Figure 7 and MR = 8 in Figure 8. Each of the curves is
obtained by averaging the results of 100 channel realiza-
tions. The number of data streams of each practical de-
sign at each “SNR” for each channel realization is
chosen so that it provides the maximum sum mutual in-
formation. The number of data streams the GIA gives to
Ei (i = 1,2) is only determined in the last iteration; it is
simply the number of non-zero columns of Fi.
From Figures 7 and 8, it is obvious that the “Identity”

design of T has the worst performance and is greatly
outperformed by the other three designs. The centralized
“GIA” design has the best performance. The imple-
mentations of the proposed protocol with the “ISA” and
“RRANOMAX” relay processor designs come in second
and third place, respectively. By comparing Figure 7 with
Figure 8, it is easy to see that the performance gaps in-
crease as the number of relay antennas increases. In
addition, the sum mutual information also becomes lar-
ger as the number of relay antennas increases. Both of
these observed phenomena are probably due to the in-
creased freedom at the relay—the size of T increases
from 4 × 4 to 8 × 8. Note that we normalize the
Frobenius norms of all channel matrices to one.
Note that some kind of power loading at the precoders

may increase the sum mutual information for the
decentralized designs. However, performing the water
filling procedure for power loading at the end nodes
does not necessarily increase the mutual information.
This is because the γ in (3) depends on the precoders.
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Figure 7 The antenna numbers are M1 =M2 =MR = 4.
When the power loading at the precoders changes the
precoders {Fj} according to the water filling procedure, γ
has to change too (because γ depends on {Fj}). But then,
the optimized power loading done previously for a differ-
ent γ is no longer optimum in the sense of maximizing
the sum mutual information for the new γ. Moreover,
water filling requires the noise covariance matrices Φni

in (6) to be available at end nodes. But, Φni is not avail-
able at the end node using the proposed decentralized
protocol in Section 4. Thus, the water filling procedure is
not applied here.

7. Conclusion
This article presents both practical and theoretical ad-
vances for MIMO analog network coding, a technique
which requires only two time slots (excluding the time
slots required for signaling) to complete a bi-directional
communication between two end nodes. For the prac-
tical advance, the article proposes a decentralized joint
transceiver and signaling design scheme which requires
the system to work in a TDD mode and to have four
channel soundings. With the proposed signaling scheme,
each node gets the information needed for designing its
own transmit and/or receive processors. The designs at
all nodes are harmonized and coordinated such that no
additional signaling overhead is needed. In particular,
presented in this article is a novel iterative approach for
designing a symmetric relay processor to maximize an
approximate sum mutual information of the effective
channels between the two end nodes. It is seen to con-
verge quickly for all SNRs—highly desirable for a prac-
tical design.
For the theoretical advance, a novel iterative approach,

named GIA, is proposed for jointly designing the
precoders and decoders at the two end nodes and the
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processor at the relay node. The goal of the design is to
maximize the sum mutual information of the system sub-
ject to a per-node power constraint at each node. This is a
centralized design and may not be practical, but can be
used to generate benchmark results. The GIA alternately
finds the precoders at the end nodes and the processor at
the relay until all relevant parameters converge. In this
article, the centralized GIA is employed to provide a per-
formance benchmark for evaluating various imple-
mentations of the proposed decentralized design. It is
remarkable that the performance of the proposed de-
centralized design is almost as good as the benchmark set
by the centralized GIA. It is concluded that proposed
decentralized scheme is high performing and can be a
feasible way to implement analog network coding. Insights
gained here may also possibly be used to enhance other
existing designs in the analog network coding literature.
The proposed centralized GIA approach is very gen-

eral and can be extended to deal with multiple relay
nodes where the relay processors are determined se-
quentially. Moreover, it can be generalized to deal with
arbitrary linear power constraints, including the practical
per-antenna power constraint, where closed-form ex-
pressions for the precoders may not be available. For the
proposed decentralized ISA design, an extension to mul-
tiple relays is much more difficult. As in the single-relay
case, let each relay design its own relay processor. At
this stage, it should calculate its power scaling param-
eter. However, it cannot; as it does not know the other
channels and relay processors, it cannot figure out the
SVD precoders and decoders of the end nodes. As the
discussion in Appendix 2 still holds when there are mul-
tiple relays, having the end nodes calculate the power
scaling parameters is not attractive. Having the relays
communicate among themselves to determine their
power scaling parameters will also involve a great deal
of signaling as well. How to perform a practical
decentralized design for the multiple relay case is thus a
nontrivial problem for future research.
One challenging issue about the simultaneous multi-

relay transmission in the analog network coding scheme
for practical applications is the inevitable differences in
propagation delays from the multiple relays to the end
nodes. If the differences are large, the delay spread of
the effective channel from multi-relay to an end node
will be also large. Then it will require a large guard time.
Moreover, if the relays are not synchronized well, the ef-
fective delay spread will vary in different transmissions.
This will make it very challenging for each end node to
cancel its own signal and to detect the desired signal.
Thus, the simultaneous multi-relay transmission mech-
anism is not practical for the analog network coding
scheme if all relays cannot be well synchronized. In that
case, a sequential multi-relay transmission mechanism can
be implemented and the multi-relay system is reduced
into multiple single-relay systems.
Endnotes
aIt was also presented as a part of Enoch Lu’s Ph.D.

thesis [16].
bIt was also presented in IEEE Globecom 2011 [11]

and in Enoch Lu’s Ph.D. thesis [16].
Appendix 1
The technique of variation can be used to obtain a sta-
tionary point of a scalar function ξ(T) in (16) with re-
spect to the matrix variable T:

∇ξ Tð Þ ¼ 0 ð37Þ

Let T(ε) =T + εΔT, where ε is a scalar perturbation
parameter and ΔT is an arbitrary matrix with the same
dimension as T. Instead of working with (37), one can
also find a stationary point by finding a T which satisfies

∂ξ Tþ εΔTð Þ
∂ε

jε¼0 ¼ 0 ð38Þ

for every matrix ΔT. This is the route the technique of
variation takes. Through laborious but straightforward
manipulations of (38), we get

0 ¼ λTtr ΔT
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Since ΔT is arbitrary, we can replace ΔT in (39) by ΔT

times the imaginary unit. Doing this yields
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0 ¼ λTtr ΔT
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ð40Þ

Removing the terms containing Δ�
T by summing (39)

and (40), and after some manipulations (mainly cycling
the matrices inside the trace operators so that ΔT is in
the left side of each term), we have
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As ΔT is arbitrary, ΔT can be the conjugate of the term
inside the square brackets in (41). We thus conclude
that the term inside the square brackets must be zero
because tr(AA*) = 0 implies A = 0. Thus, we have the fol-
lowing expression which will lead to (17, 17a–c):
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Appendix 2
Let us assume that the relay is unable to calculate γ be-
fore the end nodes design their precoders. Certainly, this
means that the relay is unable to know what precoders
the end nodes will choose without some signaling from
the end nodes—if it knew the precoders, it could simply
solve (3) and get γ. Consequently, γ or the information
needed to calculate γ must be signaled to the relay.
Consider the first strategy of having γ signaled to the

relay. Necessarily, an end node has to calculate γ then.
The current protocol however does not give either end
node enough information though. Take E1 for example.
Assume E1 knows all the information the protocol in
Section 4 gives it: H1’TH2, H1’TH1, F1, and F2 (note
γH1’TH2 and γH1’TH1 are changed to H1’TH2 and
H1’TH1 as the relay does not know γ). Even with all of
this information, E1 cannot compute even one of the
three terms of Q in (3): TΦwT*, σ2

s1TH1F1F�1H
�
1T

� , and
σ2s2TH2F2F�

2H
�
2T

� . Regarding the first term of Q, it does
not even know T and Φw. Regarding the other two terms
of Q, it does not know TH1 and TH2. Clearly, consider-
able signaling is needed for an end node to be able to
calculate γ.
Now, consider the alternative strategy of having the end

nodes signal whatever is needed by the relay so that it can
calculate γ. For example, let each end node perform an
equivalent channel sounding with its precoder. The relay
thus knows H1F1 and H2F2. Combined with the informa-
tion the relay already has, it can now calculate γ. No matter
which strategy, not enabling the relay to calculate γ before
the end nodes design their precoders necessitates adding
signaling to the protocol. Or, to put it positively, choosing
the precoder design in step 4 so that the relay can calculate
γ in step 2 helps reduce the amount of signaling.
Appendix 3
As in Appendix 1, the technique of variation is employed
here. Note though that the symmetric matrix constraint
here will lead to us a slightly different development. First,
replace the T in (27) by T(ε) =T + εΔ. Here, ε is a real sca-
lar and Δ is an arbitrary symmetric matrix. Second, evalu-
ate the derivative of ς(T + εΔ) with respect to ε at ε = 0
and set it equal to 0. Through laborious but straightfor-
ward manipulations, we have

tr H2ΓaH
0
2TM1 þ λT

� �
Δ�

� �
þ tr Δ M1T�H2ΓaH

0
2 þ λT�

� �� �
¼ 0 ð43Þ

where M1 and Γa are defined in (28a) and (28b), respect-
ively. For any symmetric Δ, Δ times the imaginary unit is
also symmetric. We can thus replace Δ in (43) by Δ times
the imaginary unit. Doing this yields
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�tr H2ΓaH
0
2TM1 þ λT

� �
Δ�

� �
þ tr Δ M1T�H2ΓaH

0
2 þ λT�

� �� �
¼ 0: ð44Þ

Removing the terms containing Δ by summing (43)
and (44) we have

tr H2ΓaH
0
2TM1 þ λT

� �
Δ�

� �
¼ 0 ð45Þ

For convenience, replace the notation of the symmet-
ric matrix Δ* by S, which leads to (28).

Appendix 4
For notational convenience, let ℬ denote the set of all N
× N symmetric complex matrices. This appendix will
prove the following lemma.
Lemma: Matrix L is N × N. tr{LS} = 0 for all S∈ℬ if

and only if L is skew-symmetric.
Proof of reverse direction: By definition, L = −L0. Apply-

ing this, it can be shown for any S∈ℬ that tr{LS} = tr
{SL0} = − tr{SL} = − tr{LS}. This in turn implies that tr
{LS} = 0 as desired.
Proof of forward direction: One can always write L =

LA + LB where LA = L/2 + L’/2 is symmetric and LB = L/2
– L0/2 is skew-symmetric. Since LA is symmetric, LA ¼
L�
A . Choosing S ¼ LA , the hypothesis implies that 0 ¼

tr LLA
� � ¼ tr LAL�

A

� �þ tr LBLA
� �

. The second term,

tr LBLA
� �

, is 0 because LB is skew-symmetric (see proof
of reverse direction). So, the first term must be zero, i.e.,
0 ¼ tr LAL�

A

� �
. Clearly, this last equality means LA = 0,

making L = LB skew-symmetric.
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